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‣ full detector description based ROOT Geometry


‣ flexible XML input

- needs only one corresponding constructor in C++ 
- changing the detector features without recompiling 

	 	 	  
	 	 	 change dimensions of detector fast 

	 	 	 add more layers easily
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DD4hep - Review



DD4hep - Review
‣ description of materials, and sensitive detectors


‣ easy visualisation with ROOT displayer


‣ Full Simulation: conversion to Geant4 via DD4HEP framework


‣ Fast Simulation and reconstruction:

- plan to use reconstruction geometry (like CMS/ATLAS do in their fast simulation) 
- DDRec/DDSurface packages are not complete enough for usage at this stage
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Work plan

‣ GAUDI

- use one framework for full/fast simulation and reconstruction 

‣ DD4hep 

- detector description 
- description for sensitive detectors and hits 
- implementation via GAUDI services:  

  -> able to steer geometry building in GAUDI 

‣ Full Simulation based on Geant4


‣ Implement Geometry based on TGeo

- ambitious plan: typedef Surface<Box> PlaneSurface; 
- compatible with DD4hep 

‣ Fast Simulation based on reconstruction geometry

- eventually use a truth based tracking (hit connecting by truth information)  

as a first step to achieve some tracking performance numbers 
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A common solution
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DD4HepDetDescrSvc::buildDetector()

InputFile

FastSimTool::initialize()

Geant4Kernel::initialize()

LCDD::getInstance()DD4HepDetDescrSvc::initialize() 

LCDD::loadGeometry(xmlPath)

TrackingGeometry DD4Hep::Simulation::Geant4Kernel

StoreGateSvc::record()

Geant4 Geometry

Geant4::init()
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ISF2Geant4
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Geant4
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Geant4Kernel::execute() G4RunManager

FastSimTool::simulate()

G4FastSimulationManager 1

G4FastSimulationManager 2

ParametricSimTool::simulate()

G4::simulatie()

Geant4



Summary

‣ able to design tracker in DD4hep


‣ able to access and build DD4hep Geometry in/from GAUDI


‣ able to access TGeo manager in GAUDI

- need to learn how to access the sensitive detector elements
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Next Step

‣ create a surface description for usage as a reconstruction geometry


